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The chapter or appendix that you have
downloaded from the Internet is part of a
larger book writing project.

Although copyrighted through the U.S.
Library of Congress, the author
welcomes your sharing this material. If
you quote or cite this text, please
provide a web link or reference to:
www.WindowView.org.

As a draft, this project is open to your
comment and suggestions. Tell us what you
think about what you’ve read.

The author can be reached by e-mail at:
response@windowview.org
 
 
 
 

Note, technological and political developments,
among other topics, have undergone recent
change and made stunning advancements that
are yet to be captured here. For example, when
this book project was started, the Internet was in
its infancy. The rapid advances in the global
communications systems alone is worthy of note
in the Creator’s Window. So, in some places you
may fill in certain logical gaps as you read by
simply thinking of and integrating your
understanding of current events.

The purpose of the Creator's Window
fits within the larger scope of
WindowView.org.  To better
understand how all this fits within the
window's holistic view, we encourage a
visit  to the WindowView web site.
Moreover, an outline for the entire
writing project, of which this document
is only one part, can be best appreciated
by reading the outline for the Creator's
Window at the web site.  Please reserve
your assessment of this presentation
until you examine the outline for its
larger context.

WindowView.org is a thought
resource that  entertains a larger
perspective based on Origins (as
related through scientific evidence and a
look at the Scriptures that identify a
beginning to our universe), to current
Global Changes (which you are familiar
from reading the nightly news), Time
Lines (based on science, human history
in general, and biblical projections), and
finally the role of a specific People
Group that has been an intended
messenger... one group that is meant
to shine a light on the path ahead of
all humanity.  Sounds like a tall tale?
Well, you are living today with all the
evidence that is used here... come
see how it looks through the
Window's View!

Look, discern, then decide for
yourself what it all means to you
personally!

Thank you for downloading this work.
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'... that I lived in a tight, light, and clean house, which hardly cost more than
the annual rent of such as his commonly amounts to; and how he, if he chose,
he might in a month or two build himself a place of his own; that I did not use
tea, nor coffee, nor butter, nor milk, nor fresh meat, and so did not have to
work to get them; again, as I did not work hard, I did not have to eat hard,
and it cost me but a trifle for my food; but as he had to work hard to pay for
them, and when he had worked hard he had to eat hard again to repair the
waste of his system, ... and yet he had rated it as a gain in coming to America,
that here you could get tea, coffee, and meat every day.  But the only true
America is that country where you are at liberty to pursue such a mode of life
as may enable you to do without these, and where the state does not endeavor
to compel you to sustain the slavery and war and other superfluous expenses
which directly or indirectly result from use of such things.  For I purposely
talked to him as if he were a philosopher, or desired to be one.  I should be
glad if the meadows on the earth were left in a wild state, if that were the
consequence of men’s beginning to redeem themselves.  A man need not
study history to find out what is best for his own culture.'

-- from Walden, by Henry David Thoreau

(written between 1850 and 1852)

PART ONE -- THE WORLD
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I -- THE WINDOW VIEW

I kindle a youthful joy every time I sit in solitude by this window looking at

the lush green forest—with trees, flowers, and a complement of creatures

animating the scenery.  Such peaceful moments are hard to find.  So often I

resort to dreaming a sense of inner peace.  These dear thoughts, aroused by

wisps of a breeze, vibrant colors, and the sounds of nature, soothe my physical

being.  But one need only read a newspaper, hear a radio report, or watch a

television commentary, to realize that national economies are teetering, people

still live on the streets, rain is acidic, many rivers remain polluted and lifeless,

jobs are lost to distant markets, and global systems are in turmoil.  None of

this can be seen from my window, yet this unsettling news encircles these

woods and I feebly deny reality by escaping into my day dreams.

While at this window, I see only one facet of life’s many realities.  During

long summer days, like a playful child, I think of hiding in the depths of this

peaceful forest.  The adult in me knows differently.  Everyone must open their

eyes and ears—completely—to make vital associations between human events

and the forces shaping the destiny of my species and this planet.  As scientist, I

see the consequences of our activities.  As an inhabitant on Earth, my instincts

tell me the world’s peoples build a self-indulgent system based on dollars and

materialism.  The system pays little regard to the long-term survival of future

generations.  This age is propelled by rapid economic movements—where

humanity rushes headlong to crash on the shores of materialistic gain.  With

each wave of economic progress comes a crest, a collapse, a recession, and

consumption of resources that wear away the Earth through desire and

conflict.  Biologically humans need only food, shelter, and clothing for survival.

But, without some mid-course correction it appears that—sooner and not
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later—humanity's actions bring ecological chaos and losses for which no one

wants responsibility.

A threat imposes itself upon my view.  The mere thought that this forest

can be dismembered by war or economic forces—in the name of human

progress—provokes discomfort.  If intelligent life forms must exist, why do

historic events lead us to the present circumstances?  If men can think their

way into trouble, can they not agree on solutions delivering peace?  Can the

nations of the world achieve a complete and lasting peace?  Will this forest be

preserved?  Where will the animals go if this densely wooded habitat—their

home—is reduced to matches, chops sticks, or pulp for paper?  Will the Earth’s

resources be used wisely?  Should the news of troubles elsewhere concern me

as I sit here in solitude?

I envision contrasting points of view presenting themselves as two

debaters—like caricatures of humanity’s differing values.  In this age, those

who claim to be stewards of this planet advocate living a sustainable1 life with

each human utilizing no more than is necessary for good health and personal

well being.  Others appear to argue for greater wealth and expanding markets,

for these certainly promise personal power and glory through material gain.

Who is winning this debate?  I sense that the arguments for maintaining the

Earth are lost to sounds of strip mining, fishing trawlers that vacuum the

oceans, and an invisible process that depletes the stratosphere of a protective

ozone layer.  Such events exist today.  Incredibly, the Earth becomes a mere

                                    
1  Sustainable development is defined by the World Commission on Environment and

Development as: ‘development that meets the needs of the present without compromising

the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (from a report entitled: Our

Common Future, presented to the U.N. General Assembly in 1987; often referred to as the

Brundtland Report).
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experiment, a test case subjected to diverse human behavior, for which there is

no comparative case.  I see the experimental results—consequences of

yesterday’s policies and activities—a situation without any means to start over

or adopt alternate options for the future’s sake.  In fact, everyone is in this

together, all are captive subjects, and all live on the only humanly known

habitable planet.

Several generations ago, Henry David Thoreau explored his woodland home

to connect distant points in his Universe.  The simplicity of life then was no

less subject to change, but today humanity’s influence on Earth grows with

population size.  In 1850, Mr. Thoreau was one in one billion, but now each

of us is one in over six billion.  With increasing population, global changes take

a quicker pace.  Once sequestered by miles of woodland, only linked to nearby

communities by earthen roads, Thoreau’s Walden Pond today is bounded by

growing communities and modern highways.  In his time, Mr. Thoreau walked

the woods, contemplated each sound, and dissected shapes and colors to

describe the seasons and events during his two-year woodland retreat.  I

believe the very nature of his seclusion from civilization was to search for the

connections that tie body to soul, and soul to spirit.

I sit at this window to look and think for a while.  Is everyone totally

distracted by the present pace of life?  Can humankind stop to consider the

thoughts and experience of Mr. Thoreau?  When he finally departed Walden

Pond, his cabin, the bean field, and foot path, were all overgrown and

naturally returned to the woodlands.  To retrace his search is to explore the

human experience and understand what few resources are truly required to live

a fulfilled life.  But something is very different now, 150 years later, and

unmistakably the view has changed.
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As you turn these pages, the horizon moves from global change to a

Universe providing a wondrous stage for life on Earth, to a pre-defined history

found in the Scriptures, and finally to a unification of these scenes.  The

window reviews history, examines the present, and presents the future.  A first

look examines how human activity, and social issues—more than population

size—drives global change.  Not all, but sufficient evidence, is given here to

exclaim the broad nature of change.  

Many questions lie ahead.  The significant ones concern the means by

which humanity channels energy into future activities.  In the struggle for

survival, humanity might hope to regain the unspoiled forests and prairies,

insuring the purity of rivers and lakes, and thus return the Earth to its original

splendor.  I wonder if this generation will begin to redeem itself by returning

the Earth’s meadows to a wild state.    Who in fact is able to regenerate the

Earth?  With one last look through this window, in the final pages, you will see

a direction for human history that answers this question.

Turning to the window once more, a green leafy veil of security covers my

view.  For the moment I find peace here.  The woodland colors and sounds

paint over my deepest concerns.  Quietly, I place my arms and head on the

window sill... resting, thinking, dreaming...


